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Holland’s Blade Rummer is a creative, international collaboration betwen Reservoir 

Distillery and select Jamaican rum distilleries. After importing a rum barrel from, we 

finished our blended whiskey for an additional 12 months to create a truly unique take 

on a Reservoir bourbon.  The results were astounding, and as a result we’ve added it to 

our Holland’s limited time lineup.

Grains are sourced locally from within 40 miles of the distillery from two farmers. 

Reservoir even sources white oak, cuts them into staves at a local mill and ages them 

for 1.5 to 2 years before having one of their coopers produce a unique alligator-char 

barrel. 

Age does not equal maturation when it comes to whiskey. A balanced, nuanced whiskey 

is achieved over time as barrels oxidize, and in small barrels, this depends on the quality 

of the distillate. Every batch of whiskey at Reservoir is cooked then fermented until it 

takes advantage of every possible flavor from the yeast. This open top fermentation 

process can take up to 11 days. Over the next two days, two pot stills handle the double 

distillation. This precise distillate is placed into our unique barrels about 5 to 10 gallons. 

The details of this production cycle give the spirit the opportunity to mature past the 

small casks influence of melding the oak notes with the spirit. 

Reservoir accomplishes in a small barrel in about a year what a 53-gallon barrel does in 

10 years. Like its other whiskeys, there’s no set time for the maturation process. Every 

barrel is taste-tested to make sure it’s just right before bottling. 

THE WHISKEY

Reservoir® Distillery is a Double Gold award-winning craft distillery located 

in Richmond, Virginia. We perform every step in the distilling process in-house, 

from creating the mash bill to bottling the final product, using all local Virginia 

ingredients to create premium whiskeys.

nose

Licorice, sherry, 

caramel, rich 

coffee, and vanilla.

palate 
Cedar, mint, sugar 

cookie, blackberry, & 

saltwater taffy.

finish

Spicy with a little 

heat, wintergreen, 

& cinnamon.

70% corn, 15% wheat, 15% rye, all Virginia-grown. 
Aged for a minimum of 2 years in 5gal barrels, finished in a rum barrel.

Available for a limited time only.

750 Ml. bOTTlES availablE 

53.5% Alc/VOl. (107 PrOOF)
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